MODELING AND IMPROVING SPRINKLING PROCESS WITH EJECTION NOZZLES
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Abstract. The chemical-technogenic strategy of intensifying agriculture on irrigated lands based on the use of energy-rich wide-sprinkling machines with elements of irrigation technology inconsistent with agrotechnical requirements provoked the intensification of erosion processes. At the same time sprinkling as the most perfect method of irrigation prevails over the others, because it simulates natural processes of adding moisture to the soil. When raindrops affect the soil, the structure of soil aggregates destroys, particles release and microparticles are transported together with the raindrops being sprayed. To reduce the negative impact of the sprinkling process we designed the ejection nozzle, which can be used on drum-type irrigation systems with consoles (for example, DSHF 90 Agros, DSHF 110 Agros), on wide-reach machines with reduced pressure (for example, "Fregat-N", EDM "Kuban-L", "Kuban-LK"), on small-sized machines based on the units “Kuban”, “Frigate”. Sprinkling with a water-air mixture in comparison with nozzles without air ejection allows to reduce the size of the raindrop from 24 to 36 %, and to expand the area of capture by rain by 12 %. Modernization of sprinkling machines by ejection nozzles provides an increase in the effective irrigation coefficient to 0.75.
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Introduction

In Russia about 70 % of arable land is in the zone of risky farming due to the hydrothermal climate intensity. The main limiting factor here is the lack of moisture in plants during the critical periods of their development, so obtaining significant amounts and crop production of high quality remains possible only on irrigated lands [1;2]. However, the chemical-technogenic strategy of intensifying agriculture on these lands based on the use of energy-rich wide-sprinkling machines with elements of irrigation technology inconsistent with agrotechnical requirements provoked the intensification of erosion processes and led to various types of soil degradation and a drop in soil fertility [3-5].

Irrigation, irrigation water and its quality have a significant impact on the agrophysical properties of the soil, as well as its biochemical processes of transformation of organic matter into mineral compounds and humus, determining the dynamics of soil fertility. At the same time sprinkling as the most perfect method of irrigation, simulating natural processes of moisture introduction into the soil prevails on irrigated lands of Russia. The widespread use of sprinkling is determined by high labor productivity, relatively good uniformity of water distribution over the irrigated area, high level of mechanization and automation of the process and adaptability of machines to the terrain and slopes [6-8]. However, the existing sprinkler technology does not provide ecological balance and soil fertility preservation during irrigation, which is manifested in degradation of their relief, formation of liquid and solid runoff on irrigated lands and, accordingly, under-watering of agricultural crops [9-13].

Materials and methods

Relevance. The entrainment of soil particles largely depends on the size and speed of flight of drops and the rain intensity. In this case the most favorable for plants and soil is drizzling rain with a diameter of drops not more than 0.9 mm. At the moment of impact of a drop on the soil, which has a considerable energy, the structure of soil aggregates destroys, particles release and microparticles are transported together with the sprayed raindrops. When the intensity of artificial rain and the rate of water absorption by the soil exceed the surface, runoff begins to form [3;14].

It is established that under the influence of rain soil aggregates from the surface layer to the depth of 30 mm are destroyed, which leads to the formation of a soil crust (soil flooding) due to the blockage of macropores with oozy fractions. This problem is particularly relevant in clayey soils with low humus content and low natural fertility [6;9].
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Thus, by improving the moisture supply of agricultural crops, creating favorable moisture conditions for their growing season, the practice shows that irrigation also has negative consequences that require their consideration in the development of the sprinkler technology.

**Task.** The main qualitative indicators of artificial rain are its intensity and structure \([6;7;15]\). Studies of the characteristics of rain produced by nozzles without ejection and with air ejection were carried out on a test bench (Fig. 1) in accordance with the standard \([16]\). For stable air suction and prevention of vacuum breakdown the working pressure in the system was maintained at 0.1 MPa. The height of the nozzles from the surface was 1.5 m.

The intensity of rain was calculated by the formula:

\[
\rho = \frac{V}{F \tau},
\]

where

- \(V\) – volume of water in the rain gauge, mm\(^3\);
- \(F\) – receiving area of the rain gauge, mm\(^2\);
- \(\tau\) – sprinkling time (filling rain gauges for 80% of their volume), min.

Fig. 1. Scheme of test bench for study of elements of irrigation technology of rain-forming tips

**Theoretical part.** The process of sprinkling from the position of elementary components is described by the effect of a raindrop on a soil aggregate. This impact is characterized by the impact energy, which mathematically for a single drop can be represented as:

\[
E_k = 2\rho_k \nu_k^2 / 3,
\]

where

- \(\rho_k\) = \(\gamma_k / g\) – drop density, kg·m\(^{-3}\);
- \(\gamma_k\) – specific gravity of the drop, N·m\(^{-3}\);
- \(g = 9.81\) – acceleration of free fall, m·s\(^{-2}\);
- \(\nu_k\) – speed of movement of the drop in the air, m·s\(^{-1}\).

From the theory of jet decay \([17]\), the stability of a droplet moving in air will remain until the external forces from the air pressure

\[
p_x = \rho_k C_x \nu_k^2
\]

does not exceed the force of the internal pressure in a drop –

\[
p_k = 4\alpha_k / d_k
\]

Then, equating the dependences (3) and (4) we obtain the square of the maximum velocity of the drop:
\[ \nu_k^2 = \frac{4\alpha_k}{\rho_{\xi} C_x d_k}, \tag{5} \]

where \( \alpha_k \) – coefficient of the surface tension of the drop, N·m\(^{-1}\);
\( \rho_{\xi} = \gamma_{\xi}/g \) – air density, kg·m\(^{-3}\);
\( \gamma_{\xi} \) – specific gravity of air, N·m\(^{-3}\);
\( C_x \) – aerodynamic coefficient of air resistance;
\( d_k \) – droplet diameter, m

On the other hand, considering the condition of equality of the weight of a drop -
\[ G_k = \pi d_k^3 \rho_k / 6, \tag{6} \]
to the air resistance force –
\[ F_{\nu} = \pi d_k^2 \rho_{\xi} C_x \nu_k^2 / 4, \tag{7} \]
we obtain the following relationship to determine the square of the maximum velocity of the drop:
\[ \nu_k^2 = \frac{2\rho_k g d_k}{3\rho_{\xi} C_x \tag{8} \]

Solving together equations (5) and (8) with respect to the diameter of the drop, we obtain:
\[ d_k = \sqrt[3]{\frac{6\alpha_k}{\nu_k^2 \rho_k g}} \tag{9} \]

Substituting the values \( \alpha_k \) and \( \rho_k \) in the formula (9) at an average air temperature of 25 °C (\( \alpha_k = 71.97 \) mN·m\(^{-1}\), \( \rho_k = 997.07 \) kg·m\(^{-3}\)), we obtain the maximum drop diameter \( d_k = 6.6 \text{ mm} \), which significantly exceeds the agrotechnical safe values – 1.5-2.0 mm.

The analysis of the obtained mathematical dependences shows that with a decrease in the density and surface tension of a drop, its diameter and, accordingly, the impact energy on soil aggregates in the process of sprinkling decrease. The study proved that this is achievable by adding surfactants to water [18]. The most appropriate solution to this issue from the standpoint of energy efficiency and environmental friendliness is the design of ejection nozzles. The inflow of air into the rain-forming nozzle regardless of the design of the sprinkler makes it possible to obtain a mixture of water with air at the outlet, which due to its physical properties will contribute to formation of droplets of smaller diameter [19-21].

**Results and discussion**

When the fluid moves inside the outer cylindrical nozzle with a sharp inlet edge, a compressed section is formed with a vacuum of 0.75-0.80 of the pressure in front of it. This phenomenon leads to the increase in the difference in the head and jet velocity in the compressed section [22;23]. Then it is logical to assume that the connection through a channel of the compressed section with the atmosphere will provide the necessary air leaks inside the nozzle and formation of water-air mixture. Given that the jet outflows into the atmosphere, then by limiting the working pressure in front of the nozzle to 1.0 MPa, it can be guaranteed that it will work with a full cross section and there will not be a breakdown of the vacuum.

The model of the rain-forming nozzle with air ejection is shown in Figure 2 [24].

When designing the nozzle, we were guided by the following principles:
1. diameter \( d_1 = 4-8 \text{ mm} \) and length \( l_1 = (3-4) \cdot d_1 \) of the outer cylindrical nozzle were taken from the experience of designing rain-forming devices;
2. diameter of the radial holes \( d_2 = 0.2 \cdot d_1 \) was taken from the condition that the total area of their cross section should be less than the difference of the areas of the diameters of the nozzle and the compressed jet section \( S_\Sigma < S_{d_1} - S_{d_2} \).
3. distance from the sharp edge of the inlet of the external cylindrical nozzle to the radial holes
   \[ l_2 = (0.5-1.5) \cdot d_1 \] is the distance over which there is an area with maximum vacuum [22];
4. triangular grooves with the depth \( h_1 \) from 0 to 1.5-2.0 mm with a pitch of \( \approx 2 \) mm for nozzles with a fixed deflector ensure the formation of compact streams and optimal values of the quality indicators of artificial rain;
5. deflector in the form of a curved surface with structurally selected parameters - radius \( R_1 = 10 \cdot d_1 \)
   width \( b_2 = (3-5) \cdot d_1 \), depth \( h_2 = 3.5-5.0 \) mm, with a girth angle \( \varphi = 155^\circ-170^\circ \) and with a displaced center located at an angle \( \delta = 40^\circ-60^\circ \) with respect to a flat platform due to the spoon-shaped torch of rain and the absence of pressure losses during jet departure, provides the least energy for splitting the jet, the greatest range of the droplets and the area of capture by the rain;
6. flat platform located under the outlet of the external cylindrical nozzle with structurally selected parameters – length \( l_3 = 10 \) mm and width \( b_1 = (2-3) \cdot d_1 \), and the tides, symmetrical and equidistant from its axis, provide the necessary strength of the product.

Table 1 shows the standardized range of a standardized nozzle designed for low-pressure sprinkler machines with a pressure in front of the nozzle 0.05-0.15 MPa and 0.35-0.40 MPa (35-40 m) on the

![Fig. 2. Model of rain-forming nozzles with air ejection [24]](image-url)
hydrant, and Figure 3 shows the diameter and the range of the raindrops without ejection and with air ejection for the designed nozzle.

**Table 1**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$d_1$, mm</th>
<th>$D$, mm (3-4)$d_1$</th>
<th>$l_1$, mm (3-4)$d_1$</th>
<th>$d_2$, mm 0.2$d_1$</th>
<th>$l_2$, mm 0.5$d_1$</th>
<th>$R_1$, mm 10$d_1$</th>
<th>$R_2$, mm 8$d_1$</th>
<th>$l_3$, mm</th>
<th>$l_4$, mm (1.5-2.0)$d_1$</th>
<th>$b_1$, mm (2-3)$d_1$</th>
<th>$b_2$, mm (3-5)$d_1$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>6.0-8.0</td>
<td>12.0</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>7.5-10.0</td>
<td>12.0</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>9.0-12.0</td>
<td>14.0</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10.5-14.0</td>
<td>14.0</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>22*</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>12.0-16.0</td>
<td>16.0</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Size is selected based on the strength of the seat.

**Size is selected constructively.

![Graph showing diameter and range of droplets without ejection (1) and with ejection (2) of air](image)

**Fig. 3.** Diameter and range of droplets without ejection (1) and with ejection (2) of air

**Conclusions**

The worked out nozzle design can be used on drum-type irrigation systems with consoles (for example, DSHF 90 Agros, DSHF 110 Agros), on wide-reach machines with reduced pressure (for example, “Fregat-N”, EDM “Kuban-L”, “Kuban-LK”), on small-sized machines based on the units “Kuban”, “Frigate”. Sprinkling with a water-air mixture in comparison with nozzles without air ejection allows to reduce the size of the raindrop from 24 to 36 %, and to expand the area of capture by rain by 12 %. Modernization of sprinkling machines by ejection nozzles provides an increase in the effective irrigation coefficient to 0.75.
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